
HOW TO WRITE AND PUBLISH MY OWN EBOOK STORE

Amazon's Kindle Direct Publishing (KDP) is a fast, easy and free way for and publish their books worldwide on the
Kindle and Kindle reading apps. Self- publish eBooks and paperbacks for free with Kindle Direct Publishing, and
Publishing takes less than 5 minutes and your book appears on Kindle stores worldwide.

However, you can use the real world data on Amazon to help you get as close to an accurate estimate as
possible. That software tool is Publisher Rocket. For Amazon, you spread your sales over the pre-order period,
so you'll need to weigh up what's best for your book. This option is exclusive to those who are Amazon Prime
Members. You may get a notification of errors or spelling mistakes. Follow the experts So much as been
written by copy writing experts on writing great book titles, blog post titles, and more. Pressbooks Pressbooks
is a tool aimed at helping independent authors create professional looking editions of both print and digital
books. Say your eBook was motivational and inspiring; you could provide blog posts on that topic and have
your readers coming back for more. I believe his title and subtitle are a huge reason why its been a best selling
book for quite some time now. First, where you are selling your ebook. Not too bad at all. So, people buy this
Kindle book and they can only read it on a Kindle device. That gives you a rough starting point. By using this
research method, you will know if a category is a good market to go into or not. So, let's dig a bit deeper: If
you wanted to write a book about Riversâ€¦this is the category you would want to check out. Without a target
audience, an eBook is useless. The benefit of self-publishing most ebook formats is the ability to re-open the
file at a later date and make edits if you spot a typo, but the ideal scenario is to get it right first time. I also
checked several other titles in this category and all of them are well above 10, Myebook With a publishing
platform and plans that work for single book authors and multi-publication distributors, Myebook can help
you create and distribute your eBook to multiple popular platforms. You can set them up to a year in advance
on iBooks and Kobo and 3 months on Amazon. That service is free while in beta. Start by doing a basic
brainstorm. It is this information that will help potential readers find your book. How is it calculated? By using
your own intuition and seeing what books on similar topics are selling well, you can quickly narrow down
what the actual subject matter of your book should be. This tax is now spreading to other countries, so we can
assume it will be part of the global digital marketplace going forward. So, you must absolutely plan for your
future success by sticking in your niche! You can adjust your price point at any time in response to the level of
demand for your book or changes in the wider market. Then how do you decide? I don't know about you, but I
don't want to write a book that only sells 1 copy a day. Pick a Broad Niche In order to pick a niche , I have just
a couple of simple rules. If you decide to enroll in the KDP Select program, these are the restrictions Amazon
places on your eBook: It cannot be on your blog as a subscription or email newsletter opt-in bonus No iBooks
No PDF version with your specific formatting and sexy fonts It cannot be distributed anywhere else for 90
days. Harry Potter and other big sellers, of course, and does that impact their sales? Cost depends on the
number of titles you have and the amount of storage needed. Most indies upload new files periodically as we
update the back matter and lists of other books inside each book.


